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Tender Thoughts

thank you
Mt. Tamalpais College

"Per Angusta ad Augusta"
Through difficulties to honors

Thank you for all the ways you make this world a brighter one.

Richard Posen
PUP Student

(Motto Suggestion)
Dear Prison University Project,

As a student and as an incarcerated person I would like to thank you for such a selfless gift. You have provided the incarcerated community here at San Quentin with the means to communicate with the outside world, maintain personal hygiene, and fill our stomachs with healthy food.

It has been changing my life since April of 2018 and has had a huge impact on the population of San Quentin. Shortly after receiving PUI's care package, I stepped outside of my 4th tier cell in West Block and noticed that the atmosphere had transformed. It had transformed from another somber morning in prison to joyous light mood that one might experience on
P.S. I WOULD BE VERY PLEASED IF THIS NOTE AND CARD IS SHARED WITH PUP STAFF. THANK YOU!

Christmas day. Throughout the day, heard grateful chatter and watched as my peers snacked on foods they had not enjoyed in quite some time. It is very comforting, especially during these unprecedented times, to know that there are people beyond these prison walls that care about our well-being despite the chaos of the world.

Thank you for the provisions and the life-changing perspective your program has offered to me and the incarcerated community here San Quentin!

Please stay safe and healthy while we battle COVID-19 together so we can get back to our normal as soon as possible!

Best regards, Richard Prosser
NP student